Probing the ATP binding site of tubulin with thiotriphosphate analogues of ATP.
Tubulin assembly studies with GTP alpha S diastereoisomers have shown that there is stereoselectivity at the alpha-phosphate binding region of tubulin. GTP alpha S(Sp) bound tighter than GTP alpha S(Rp) and promoted nucleation and assembly better than GTP and GTP alpha S(Rp). ATP and dATP have been reported to bind weakly to tubulin and to be less effective than GTP and dGTP in promoting tubulin assembly. This study was done to learn if ATP alpha S(Sp) and dATP alpha S(Sp) are good promoters of tubulin assembly and to compare these ATP thiotriphosphate analogues to the corresponding GTP analogues in tubulin assembly. Studies were also done with ATP alpha S(Rp), GTP, ATP beta S(Sp) and ATP gamma S. At least three cycles of tubulin (25 microM) assembly-disassembly were found with 1 mM ATP alpha S(Sp) and dATP alpha S(Sp) and both nucleotides were incorporated and hydrolyzed in the polymers. Less dATP alpha S(Sp) (25 microM) than ATP alpha S(Sp) (100 microM) promoted assembly to 50% of the maximum value. The critical concentrations (Cc) for assembly with 1 mM nucleotide were low for ATP alpha S(Sp) (3 microM) and dATP alpha S(Sp) (2 microM) and compared favorably with GTP (5 microM), GTP alpha S(Sp) (2 microM) and dGTP alpha S(Sp) (1 microM). Both 1 mM ATP and dATP were poor promoters of tubulin assembly and were not detected in the polymers. The predominant structures induced by 1 mM (ATP alpha S(Sp) and dATP alpha S(Sp) were bundles of sheets and microtubules, which were more stable to the cold and to Ca(II) than microtubules assembled with GTP, ATP or dATP. ATP alpha S(Rp) (1 mM) did not promote assembly suggesting that there is stereoselectivity at the ATP alpha S alpha-phosphate binding region of tubulin as there is with GTP alpha S diastereoisomers. ATP alpha S(Sp) and dATP alpha S(Sp) mimic GTP alpha S(Sp) and dGTP alpha S(Sp) in tubulin assembly since all four nucleotides promote bundles of tubulin in buffer with glycerol, and the deoxy nucleotides have lower Cc, shorter lags and faster rates for tubulin assembly.